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Introduction

The uae of a single crystal with a largo electric field gradient (EPG) at the site of the

radioactive nucleus ia a nuclear orientation experiment at low teaperatnree, or 'л a perturb-

ed angular correlation experiment, gives the opportunity to measure quedrupole moments of ex-

cited nuclear states. However, not only the magnitude V
zJ
, and the asymmetry parameter *2 of

the EKJ must bo known, but also the orientatioa of the principal axis system (PAS) relative

to the cryotal set of axes. Another difficulty ehieh arises 1в th<\ fact that the radioactive

nuclei have to ba built into the single crystal» and that one must be sure that they occupy

regular lattice aiteo.

Moesbauer epsctroecopy ean give an answer tc both problems, as the EFG teaser peraBetars can.

be measured using single crystal sources or absorbers, and the Mossbeuer spectra of the sour-

ces reveal if ti>4 nucleus is subjected to the right hyperfine interaction- We are restrict-

ed, cf courae, to ИоврЬаг.ег nuclei for these experiments, but the results concerning the EPG

and the quality of tho Bourses can be extend*^ to all isotopes of the sasae element»

In the present work we (Bade an Investigation «bout tho use of Те single crystals as hosts for

To tsnd I sources. The EPG of Se in 5e has been etudied extensively by several groups /1. 2/
125

by Hoaabeuer apeetroesepy on Те, using 3?<s single crystals as absorbers. So were able to

teat t* i quality of sources made by ion inplantetion of '"^e by an isotope separator into

Те single crystals, by taking МооэЪаиог spectra of these sources using a single line % e

absorber, and comparing them to the known spectra. Once the quality wastested, sources were
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made by implantation of 'Те Into Те single cryetale, and Moeabauer spectra of I «ere

recorded. As the orientation of the PAS of I in Те was still unknown, these epeetra gave ue

the opportunity to eeaeure the remaining parameters of the SFG tensor, so that the ?? single

ceystais can aleo be uecd to strtdy qcadrupole moments of I nuclear states.
Experimental procedure

The single crystals used in this experiment were cut from a Te single crystal bar into slices

of about 1 гзд thickness and about 13 ев disaster, using a chemical saw. This procedure is ne-

cessary to aToid daieage of the single crystal surface /ЗА The implantation was done with T.TS

(Leaven Isotcpe Separator) ia our institute at an accelerating voltage of about 75 kV. 2ae

activities obtained in this way «ere typical of the order of 20 - 30 ̂ iCi. fhe lлфlantatioй

doee was of the order of SxlO
1
^ atoms/cm for the '^fe source, and of the order of

 1
*

2 1 8 9

atone/em
2
 for

 1 8 9 l B
Te.

2 12*5

She absorbers ueed for theee experiaents wers a ZnTe absorber containing 2 Eg/em 5?s.
2 129

and a Gul afcacsbpr contsinlng 10 sg/еш
 J

I .

In the cryoatat ueed in-this experiment, both source and absorber were held at the ваше tem-

perature. All single crystal aoaeareEents were done at liquid He temperature» The веигсе

was isoved by a drive system of the Kankeleit type in the constant acceleration mode, and a

calibration spectrus was ;«corded similtanioissly.

ResuHBand Pisencaion

She first apeetis sere recorded UBiag the '^Te source in itB poly crystalline Se environ-

ment at the temperature of liquid nitrogen and liquid helium (figure 1 ) . 33JO quadrapole

tings were reepectlvily 7*25 i .08 т/в and 7.74 - .0? sss/e, ia good agreement with previous

veluee /1» 4/. She teoperature depsadence «as already explained /4/. The mean iscmer shift

was 6 ц - «66 - ,04 msa/e.
X

Aspirant H.P.W.O.
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J?e denote the intenaity of the measured Moasbauer lines by I
+
 for the lino having в more po-

sitive velocity, and by I for the line having a more negative velocity. As we are using a

split source, I corresponds to the leas energeti; transition, and I_ to the moot energetic

transition in the source. This intensity ratio I /I was fitted carefully for the spectruir

at liquid He temperature (figure 1) and «as found to be 1.02 - »01. The question whether thie

asymmetry is due to the Goldanakii-Karyagin effect, or to a small texture in the powder oour-

ce remains open. Similar spectra have been recorded by several authora /1, 2, 4/ end although

mot of гнет have seen an asymmetry which they call due to the Qoldanekli-K&ryagin effect,

their asymmetries vary in magnitude and even in aign.

ID single crystale, the intensity ratio of the two peaks of the quadrupole doublet of a

3/2 —> 1/2 transition is well known and given by the following fonsule /5/s
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The angles в and ф are defined relative to the PAS of the local BFG (figure 2 ) . Se use the

numbers 1 and 2 to specify the transitiona, as calling transition 1 the ±3/2 -* tl/Z transit-

ion, and transition 2 the £l/? —>• £l/2 transition, is only correct if ij • 0«

This formula cannot be used immediately for Те. The Те lattice contains three equivalent

lattice positions, for which the KPG has the same ?
a a
 and n

f
 but hes a different orientation

of the PAS (figure 3a). The orientations, however, only differ by a rotation of 120° around

the axis. Be denote by (Л,/3,^) the Euler anglea, which describe the eiie transformation

from the (a,b,c) crystal axis system to the local PAS, /3 being the angle between the c-azia

and the PAS z-asis (figure 2). We use в and ф to specify the gamma ray direction in the

(a,b,o) axis systera. к straightforward calculation then Bhowe that /6/t

(2)
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2
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and b •-= (sin
2
e ain

2
3 3/2 - cos

2
 в в±1?в 3) cos 2 r

In the above summation a possible different f-factor for the three lattice sites has not been

taken into account. It is interesting to note that no ф dependence is to be found in (2).

This explains the ваше intensity ratio iseaeured /1, 2/ for the [1010] and [2lio] directions.

Prom the known crystal structure of Те (figure 3a) and the known PAS orientation (figure 3b),

г = 62.5° and "}"•= 0° can be deduced. If we also use the experimental value f] = .64 /1/,

then we find the intensity ratioet

Ij/12 « .66 for the y-ray || c-soia

The Eieasured values are shown in figures 4s and 4b, f« immediately can identify transition

1^ with I_ and transition I
2
 «ith I

+
, This шаапв that the quadrupole splitting Л Е is posi-

tive. The measured asymmetries are somewhat weaker the» the values given above. Thia is

mostly due to the finite solid angle used in the experiment. Ae the Tp-Te-fe bond angle пае

recently be measured to be 10l
o
5° at liquid He temperature /7/, and as the relation я =|Э cos 9/

holde for this tjp* of bonding /8/, a theoretical value of t] = .60 results, and this also

gives a small weakening of the asymmetry»

We conclude that the single orystal sources obtained by the ion implantation technique give

quite normal Mosebauer spectra: probably nearly all of the implanted ions occupy regular

sites, and the single crystal character of the source waa not destroyed by Inplantatien da-

mage.
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Bourses In a polyorysialline Те environment were also first used for mea
-Ti
;r?E8nts at

liquid nitrogen and liquid heliua (figure 5) temperature. The quadrupole splittings obtain-

ed are consistent ai both temperatures and we adopt the values e qQ = •» 404 i 4 HHz, Т) = .73

i .02 and. О = - l.ig 1 . 04 rna/s. The fitting procedure described in /9/ wea used. The in-

tensity ratios deviate eomewhat front the theoretical опев, which can be explained by the

Goldenakil-Karyagin effect, or by a small texture in the powder source. We identify the 12

possible transitions in the 5/2—>7/2 quadrupole eplit "spectrum by numbers ae given in tab-

le I.

In order to calculate the line Intensities in the single crystal sampled, ие used the inten-

sity formula given by S.V. Karyagln /10/, We made a similar summation of the peak intensit-

ies ae we did for Те /6/. The resulting intensities depend on t], © ,&andynnly. We made

воше conpater eimulationa of I spectra in Те single crystals, using differs:.*•• values for

/3 and у . The two deepest peaks of the apeetruia, having several coispot.2nt6
t
 reaain almost

constant. The two siae peeJco, however, being tranisitton 2 and 11 show a clear ,3 and у de-

pendence.

The experiinanta.
1
 spectrum for the J'-ray II c-s.xio (figure 6e) shows a disappeareece of

peak 2. Tb.6 beet, fit of this spectrum was obteined for /3 = C°, end was independent of the

value ot у . This is clearly shown in figure 7 where the experimental intensity ratio Ip/

I,, is only consistent with a value of /3 smaller than 15°
:
 and which clearly cannot give

any evidence about the value of у. For the у-тъу X c-asls the theoretical /J and у

dependence ia not so explicit. The spectnua (figure 6b) also suffers from an ineufficiant

number of counts. Therefore we only tested ii s value /3 = 0° was consistent for these

date ( 'y was eet equal to 0 ),- Ho large disagreement is found, »« can be seen in figure 6b
e

We thus conclude that the angle between the c-axis and the FAS z-exls is smaller than 15°*

This Immediately reTealeo that the I nucleus does not cake equal bonds with its two neigh-

bours. In thl£> case a bond switching Qechenisu ehould occur /3/ end the FAS should have the

ваше orientation ae for Те in 'fe with /3 = 62.5°. Also a single bond with one of the Те neigh-

bours has to be excluded, as then the angle should be about 45°. So we must conclude that

one of the t*o Те nearest neighbours has a stronger bond than th other one.(This is in excel-

lent agreement «ith the analysis of the ^
zz
t

/
t} and д values already given in /11/.
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TABLE I
- 124

Moagbauer Sransitiona In the I Bpeotrma

Transition number Correeonding t rans i t ion for f) = 0

4

5

£

7

b

9

xO

11

12

m = t 5/2

ш - 1 5/2

m = i 5/2

i 5/2m 5/2

а . 2 з/2

m = J 3/2

ш = i 3/2

ш = t 3/2

в = 1 1/2

m - - 1/2

в - i 1/2

i

i . i 7/2

m - 2 5/2

в, . ! 3/2

s s i l/Z

ш о ± 7/2

m - - 5/2

и = i 3/2

m . i l / 2

в . J 7/2

а в i 5/2

а « t 3/2

m ю t

-5 -10 -15
Velocity Imm/s)

Plg. l . Ыоаайааег spect^im of * 'Те in polycrystal-
line Те at liquid He temperature

.ii» Оашша rsy direction In the ?AS and la the
(e., b, с) юЛв syetea

/ \ / \

\ /|ь\ /

О

Fig.3.

a) left: Те lattice. The empty circles represent Те sites in the plane of the paper

lJ_c axis). The other aitos are in planes respectively a2 a diatsnoe c/3 above sad at

a distance c/3 under the first plane. The Те spiral structure is obvious

b) right: Orientation of tha PAS for Те in Те
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Р1д.6. ЫоэеЬкиег spectra of " I In а Те single cryotal
a) J'-rej II c-aads
b) )'-ray J_ c—asls

Аз explained li. the text, the aolid lino is not a

best fit to the data
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Pig.7. I 2 / I u ratio for 1 2 9 I In Q Те single cryotal
for garroip. rays II с-азйе. The erperlmental value has
beea taken from the spectrum in Fig. 5е„ The Zo/^Xl
ratio for polycrystallJjie To i s also added for сов-
parieon
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